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UPS Picked for U.S.
Project to Reduce Diesel
Air Emissions
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA)
Diesel Emissions Reduction National Program has
selected UPS for an award of $473,939 to reduce
particulate matter generated by diesel engines at the
company’s WorldportSM global all-points air hub.
The EPA funding will be disbursed to the Kentucky
Clean Fuels Coalition, which in turn will distribute the
monies to the UPS Airlines. The grant will fund two
projects to reduce particulate matter: the replacement
of diesel engines in ground support cargo tugs and the
extension of ground electricity to parked aircraft.
In the first project,
UPS will replace diesel
engines in 92 tugs
with much cleaner
gasoline engines.
Since the particulate
matter emissions are
nearly zero for the new
engines, replacing
the diesel engines will
have the net effect of
removing 5.3 tons of
particulate matter per
year from the air.
In the second project, UPS will install electric units
to power aircraft parked at Worldport, allowing them
to avoid the use of 26 diesel generators. Although
commercial electrical power does require burning fuel
at a power plant, removing the diesel generators from
the airport will eliminate 2.2 tons of particulate matter
per year in Louisville.
These two projects are the latest contributions
toward UPS’s comprehensive sustainability strategy.
The company’s Louisville-based airline division has
undertaken extensive efforts to reduce fossil fuel
consumption, minimize noise and reduce greenhouse
Continued on page 2

The Perfect Storm
Jeff Lykins, KCFC President

When we celebrated the new year
and sat down to map out a strategy
for 2008, the alternative fuel market
seemed like a lock for Kentucky.
High fuel prices, a foreign war,
an election season that featured
energy in every speech – from local
to national races.
Then, the perfect storm hit!
Fuel prices dropped, an end
to the war became the battle cry,
campaigns stalled forward movement and the economy
began a downslide.
KCFC members along with all sectors of the economy,
braced for a tough 2009. As we look ahead, we see an administration in Washington committed to investing in proven
energy technologies. We see budget proposals that fast
track new energy projects.
The KCFC members have fifteen years of experience in
this energy arena. We will weather this storm as well.
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UPS continued from page 1
gas emissions by optimizing flight routes and speeds,
managing aircraft dispatch and taxi times, shutting down
unneeded engines for taxiing and experimenting with
alternative fuels in ground support vehicles.
As Louisville seeks to improve its air quality, community
leaders appreciate UPS’s corporate citizenship. “We have
come a long way in improving our air quality in Louisville but
we still need to improve,” said Louisville Metro Mayor Jerry
Abramson. “This move by UPS helps our city move toward
cleaner air.”
“Reducing emissions from vehicles and diesel
equipment is one of the most important air quality
challenges facing us today,” added Jeff Lykins, Kentucky
Clean Fuels Coalition president and Lykins Oil president.
UPS’s first foray into alternative fuel vehicles was with
a fleet of electric vehicles that operated in New York in
the 1930’s. For decades, UPS has played a leadership
role in the demonstration of innovative alternative vehicle
technologies and fuels. Today UPS operates the largest
alternative fuel powered fleet of ground vehicles in the
United States. The company works directly with leading
engine manufacturers to identify applications and develop
efficient on and off-road vehicles and equipment.
The Kentucky Department for Environmental Protection
joined with the KCFC and UPS in preparing this grant.

Howell Named
2008 Clean Cities
Coordinator of the Year
Kentucky Clean Fuels Coalition
(KCFC) executive director Melissa
Howell was named 2008 Clean Cities
Coordinator of the Year during a
U.S. Department of Energy (US DOE)
Clean Cities Leadership Retreat in Big Sky, Montana.
Howell has been coordinator of the Commonwealth
Clean Cities Partnership, which is housed by the KCFC,
since it was established in 1993. In those 15 years, Howell
has directed a number of projects that have made Kentucky
governments, public institutions and private companies
major players in utilizing alternative vehicle fuels, such as
biodiesel, ethanol, electric, propane, compressed natural
gas, and other emerging technologies.
The US DOE Clean Cities Program is a governmentindustry partnership made up of nearly 90 local coalitions
and 5,400 stakeholders. The Clean Cities’ mission is to
reduce petroleum consumption in the transportation sector.
To assist with this mission and share her experiences,
Howell has traveled the country serving as a mentor to
other clean cities program coordinators.

Alltech Affiliate Ecofin Receives
$30 Million Grant for Rural
Community Biorefinery

Electric Transportation
Workshop a Big Hit
There was standing room only
at the WT Young Library when
the KCFC hosted the first Electric
Transportation for the Bluegrass
Workshop. The Lexington campus
was an ideal site for the webinar
that featured a line up of experts
and electric display vehicles.
Speakers included Brian
Wynne, President, Electric Drive
Transportation Association in
“There are a lot of exciting
new developments to
Washington, D.C.; Dr. Len Peters,
report about electric drive
Kentucky Energy & Environment
vehicles that are coming to
Cabinet Secretary; Bill Jacob,UPS; the marketplace.” - Brian
Wynne, Electric Drive
and Cheryl Bruner, E.ON U.S.
Transportation Association
among others.
Co-hosts for the event included
the University of Louisivlle, the University of Kentucky,
Kentucky Finance Cabinet, and the Department of Energy
Development & Independence.
Four other sites joined via webconference - U of L, WKU,
EKU and the Capitol Annex in Frankfort.
Among the display vehicles, were a hybrid-electric bus
from the Transit Authority of River City (TARC in Louisville)
and a Global Electric Vehicle (GEM) from Chrysler.

Ecofin received a
grant of up to $30
million from the
U.S. Department of
Energy (DOE) to be
used towards the
establishment of
its rural community biorefinery. The plant will be located in
Springfield, Kentucky and is estimated to employ 93 people
when operating at full capacity.
As part of the DOE proposal, Ecofin’s rural community
biorefinery will be one of the first in the United States to use
cellulose, such as switch grass, corn cobs and corn stover,
at raw material levels of up to 30 percent. The cellulose will
be converted to ethanol and other value-added products.

Did You Know?
Louisville International Airport introduced Biodiesel in their
diesel fleet in 2008.
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Kentucky Clean School Bus
Grant Program Offered

700,000 gallons of Biodiesel
Used by Carmeuse Lime Mines
Although the blend fluctuated a slight bit toward the end
of the year, Carmeuse Lime Mine operations at Maysville
and Black River walked the walk and then some in 2008.
Carmeuse mines limestone for the production of lime,
which is used as aggregate and sold to power plants as a
sulfur removal agent. Carmeuse began using a 99 percent
blend of Biodiesel one year ago at both their Black River
(Pendleton County) and Maysville (Mason County) sites.
Petroleum prices continue to rise across the United
States, but here in Kentucky, two underground mining
operations have not missed a beat. They are using a blend
of Biodiesel in all of their underground equipment. The
Maysville mine continues to use a 99 percent Biodiesel
blend. The Black River mine has used a blend that is
comprised of between 50 and 99 percent Biodiesel. The
fuel is stored on site.
Carmeuse has over 400 employees in their surface and
mine operations in Kentucky. Over half of these employees
work in the mines operating approxiamtely 150 pieces of
equipment with diesel engines. In terms of tons of lime
produced, the Maysville site is the second largest in the
nation with the Black River site following right behind as
third largest.
A joint air quality-testing program took place at both
sites in 2003 when blends of 20 percent and 50 percent
were tested. The results, published by the Mine Safety
and Health Administration (MSHA), showed a significant
reduction in Diesel Particulate Matter (DPM).
The testing was done in conjunction with the Governor’s
Office of Energy Policy and the Kentucky Clean Fuels
Coalition.

Jefferson County Public Schools
Continue Biodiesel Use
Jefferson County Public Schools in Louisville continued
their commitment to Biodiesel use when they signed a new
fueling contract for the next school year. They reported an
increase in ridership this year as well. The 2008/09 year
sees approximately 61,500 students per day on the busses
powered by Biodiesel. The increase is up from 60,700 last
school year. JCPS utilizes 1100 buses and also fuels their
400 support vehicles (primarily trucks) on Biodiesel.
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This is the first year
of the Kentucky Clean
School Bus Grant
Program, which was
funded through a grant
of $196,880 from
the EPA’s State Clean
Diesel Grant Program.
The deadline for project proposals was December 19, and
KDAQ received 11 applications from school districts across
the state, both large and small. The program encouraged
schools to look at retrofit projects using diesel oxidation
catalysts because they are the more cost effective and
maintenance free of the retrofit devices out there.
KDAQ also strongly encourages idle reduction efforts
in applicants school bus fleets. The board scores the
applications in January and will notify selected schools in
February.

25 x ’25 Roadmap
for Kentucky
The Kentucky
Rural Energy
Consortium (KREC)
completed the
25x’25 Roadmap
for Kentucky in
2008. The Roadmap outlined an ambitious goal for the
Commonwealth: “By the year 2025, Kentucky will use
renewable energy and energy efficiency as means to
get at least 25 percent of its total energy from improved
technologies and renewable resources such as solar, wind,
biomass and biofuels.”
Three town hall meetings were held across the state to
gather public input for the 25x’25 Roadmap development
process. These public meetings were held in Frankfort,
Somerset, and Princeton, and the hundreds of citizens
who joined the meetings brought many innovative and
entrepreneurial ideas, as well as some important criticisms
of current and proposed energy policies. In addition to
the public meetings, an energy survey was sent to KREC
members and to industry and government leaders to
establish a baseline of current renewable energy efforts
across the state and gather new ideas for consideration
in the 25x’25 Roadmap. Additional funding to print the
Roadmap report was provided by the 25x’25 National
Initiative. KREC is a supporting partner of the 25x’25
National Initiative. The complete Roadmap report can be
accessed at http://louisville.edu/kppc.

MSD: Walking the
“Alternative Fuel” Walk
$83,000 Awarded to MSD for Hybrid Vehicles
James Hunt decided in the
90’s that the Metropolitan Sewer
District (MSD) in Louisville was
taking a stand to lessen this
country’s dependence on foreign
oil.
Once MSD began “walking
the walk,” they did not miss
a step. With fluctuating fuel
prices, changing technologies,
and tighter budgets, they
remained focused on the effort. MSD began by purchasing
bi-fuel Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) vehicles and then
dedicated CNG vehicles.
With Hunt overseeing the MSD fleet as Director of
Physical Assets, there are currently 23 CNG vehicles, 5
hybrids and MSD is using a 5 percent Biodiesel blend in
all diesel engines. This year, when Ford no longer offered

Marathon Offers E10 at
all Kentucky Terminals
Marathon Oil Corporation is
the nation’s fifth largest refiner
with 1,016,000 barrels per
calendar day (bpcd) capacity
in its seven-refinery system, a
comprehensive terminal and
transportation system and
extensive marketing operations throughout the Midwest
and Southeast. Marathon has supported the use of
renewable fuels for more than 15 years and is one of
the largest blenders of ethanol in the U.S. In 2008, the
Company completed a major ethanol infrastructure project
to bring ethanol blending to all of its markets. Marathon
now offers ethanol blended fuels at 59 of its 61 terminals,
including all six of the Company’s light products terminals in
Kentucky. Marathon also markets soy-based B-2 (2 percent
biodiesel) to B-11 (11 percent biodiesel) at four terminals in
Kentucky, Illinois and Minnesota.

CNG vehicles, an $83,000 Congestion Mitigation & Air
Quality (CMAQ) grant was awarded to MSD to purchase 16
additional hybrid vehicles instead.
Realizing the fleet needed CNG fueling on site at their
Cabel Street location, Hunt arranged to purchase refueling
equipment from LG&E in 2001. To date, the fleet has driven
over 1.5 million miles on CNG.
In 2007, Hunt saw the need to address the diesel fuel
use in the fleet. He worked with Thornton’s, which has
the fuel contract with MSD, to convert their three primary
refueling retail sites for MSD and the Cabel Street garage
location to Biodiesel.
Hunt served as President of the Kentucky Clean Fuels
Coalition in 2001 and 2002 and has served on the Board
of Directors for years as well. His quiet dedication to this
energy arena continues to exemplify leadership at a time
when many talk the energy talk but few are walking the
walk!

RELIABLE SUPPLY

Plus so much more...

To find out more about Branding opportunities:
contact Mike Timmerman at 800-847-9409, ext. 1220 or
contact Julie Cordonnier at 614-274-1125, ext. 225

www.marathonpetroleum.com

Governor Beshear unveils first-ever
comprehensive energy plan
Proclaiming Kentucky’s place as a
national leader, Gov. Steve Beshear
was joined by Energy and Environment
Cabinet Sec. Len Peters as he unveiled
the state’s first-ever comprehensive
energy plan, which calls for significant
reductions in greenhouse gas
emissions while creating some 40,000
jobs tied to energy production and
conservation between now and 2025.
“Kentucky can be a national leader
in energy technology and production,”
Gov. Beshear said in unveiling his
nearly 150-page plan, titled “Intelligent
Energy Choices for Kentucky’s Future.”

E85 Fueling Expands
Throughout Bluegrass
Demand for E85
across Kentucky
was addressed
in 2008 by these
additional retail
refueling sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Thorntons on Fern Valley at I-65,
Louisville
Chevron (I-64 Exit #28),
Simpsonville
Max Fuel Express #6 (Ft. Campbell
Blvd & Walnut St.), Hopkinsville
Quick Stop #29 (Princeton Pike),
Madisonville
Kroger (Winston Ave.), Latonia
Pugh’s J Midway/BP (Cairo Rd.),
Paducah
Max Fuel Express #44 (College St.),
Mayfield
MaxFuel Express #43 (Main St.),
Murray

Beshear said the plan, which he
charged Sec. Len Peters to develop
when he established the Energy and
Environment Cabinet and appointed
him secretary, is a framework for future
initiatives as well as more discussion.
The plan centers on seven primary
strategies:
1. Improve the energy efficiency of
Kentucky’s homes, buildings, industries
and transportation fleet;
2. Increase Kentucky’s use of
renewable energy;
3. Sustainably grow Kentucky’s
production of biofuels;

4. Develop a coal-to-liquids industry
in Kentucky to replace petroleum-based
liquids;
5. Implement a major and
comprehensive effort to increase gas,
including coal-to-gas in Kentucky;
6. Initiate aggressive carbon
capture/sequestration projects for coalgenerated electricity in Kentucky; and
7. Examine the use of nuclear
power for electricity generation in
Kentucky.
View the full energy plan at:
www.energy.ky.gov/energyplan2008

Louisville Thornton’s joins America’s
First Biofuels Corridor
On Wednesday, October 8, flexible fuel vehicle (FFV) drivers took advantage
of the E85 promotion which took place at the Fern Valley Road Thornton’s
Quick Cafe & Market in Louisville. The event was part of a nation-wide AFV Day
Odyssey celebration. A live remote radio
broadcast was held from 9 to 11 a.m. and
50 $10 E85 gas cards were distributed
to patrons. Local television crews were
also on hand to hear the benefits of the
alternative fuel and took notice that E85
was selling for 60 cents less than regular
unleaded gasoline. This Thornton’s refueling
site is one of 25 along a four-state corridor
along I-65. A caravan of FFV’s drove from
Southern Alabama to Northern Indiana to
celebrate the completion of America’s First
Biofuels Corridor.

UK project examines switchgrass for
alternative fuel production
University of Kentucky College of Agriculture forage specialists and 20 farmers
in northeastern Kentucky began a 4-year project this past spring to explore the
potential of using switchgrass, a warm-season grass native to the state, to produce
ethanol and electricity.
The project involves UK forage specialists assisting farmers with the establishment
of five acres of switchgrass on their land. UK researchers will examine switchgrass’
ethanol and pelleting potential. The majority of the switchgrass will be transported
to East Kentucky Power Cooperative’s Spurlock Station in Maysville, where they will
explore the possibility of using it as a supplement to coal to produce electricity.

2008 was a very successful year for
the Kentucky NEED Program
Nearly 40,000 students and 400 educators were
served by the Kentucky NEED (National Energy Education
and Development) fall workshop series. Kentucky program
participants also made a successful trip to the NEED National Youth Awards for
Energy Achievement, which was held June 20 - 23 in Washington, DC. Kentucky
student, Shaun Stephens, served on the national staff, and two Kentucky programs
were honored. Kenton County
School District received the
National District of the Year
award and Someset High
School was awarded the
National Senior Level Rookie
of the Year Project.
NEED students at Twenhofel M.S.
in Kenton County checking out the
Toyota Camry hybrid.

2008 KCFC Funding

$$$
Project Income

EPA Grant for UPS - $473,939
E85 for I-65 Grant - $25,000

Operational Income

KY Department of Energy Development & Independence - $17,500
National Oil Heat Research Alliance - $10,000
US Dept. of Energy Leadership Retreat - $14,600
E85 for I-65 Grant - $4,500
Membership Dues - $27,400
U.S. Depart of Energy Research & Development Grant - $12,500

KCFC Director Goes to
Washington
In March, Melissa Howell joined
with some 55 representatives
from across the country to visit
their respective representatives
and senators. This proved to be a
successful opportunity to bring the
Kentucky delegation up to speed on
the alternative fuel initiatives across
the Bluegrass.

Biodiesel Refueling
Established for State
Operation
A new 10,000-gallon biodiesel
tank was installed at the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet’s Division of
Equipment on Wilkinson Street in
Frankfort.
The site enabled state diesel
vehicle and equipment operators to
obtain biodiesel. It was a cooperative
project of KYTC, the Finance
and Administration Cabinet, the
Environmental and Public Protection
Cabinet and Fleet One, the fuel card
service provider for Kentucky state
government.
KYTC utilizes approximately 3,000
pieces of diesel-powered equipment.
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Low-Speed Electrics on
Kentucky Roads
In August Gov. Steve Beshear
signed an executive order directing
the Transportation Cabinet to
immediately develop and implement
an emergency regulation authorizing
the use of low-speed electric vehicles on Kentucky’s
roadways.
Later in the year, the Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
released and Administrative Order which defined eligible
electric vehicles for use and registration. Transportation
Cabinet Secretary Joseph Prather ordered that alternative
electric vehicles, including those with three wheels and
enclosed compartment and cabs, shall be considered a
motor vehicle and can be titled and registered as a motor
vehicle. Specific use regulations do apply.

KCFC Members Making News
Lykins Oil Listed 6th in Top 100
Companies
Lykins Companies made
the 2008 list of the Greater
Cincinnati 100, a list of the
region’s largest privately
held companies. This is the
23rd year that Lykins made this prestigious list. KCFC Silver
Member Lykins Oil, a division of Lykins Companies, supplies and transports petroleum products.

Air Quality Staff Elected to
Leadership Roles
Two Division for Air Quality (DAQ) staff members were
elected to leadership roles. John Lyons, DAQ director,
was elected to the National Association of Clean Air
Agencies board of directors. Elizabeth Robb Smith, DAQ
environmental specialist, was elected to serve as president
of the Kentucky Association of Environment Education.

KDA Fuel Testing Lab Opens
The Kentucky Department of Agriculture’s (KDA) $1.65
million motor fuel and pesticide testing laboratory opened
in the fall of 2008 and began screening fuel from Kentucky
gas stations and handling consumer complaints about bad
gasoline. State budget cuts delayed the start of full-scale
testing.
When it becomes fully operational, the lab will enhance
the KDA’s ability to test motor fuel for quality and octane
level. The Department also tests for the presence of MTBE,
or methyl tertiary butyl ether, a fuel additive banned in
Kentucky.
The state-of-the-art facility, located near Frankfort, also
has a biofuel testing component. It will help the Department
serve the Commonwealth’s rapidly growing ethanol and
biodiesel industries.
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UPS VP Serves Louisville
Bill Jacob, UPS vice-president, was named to the Metro
Louisville Air Pollution Control Board.
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